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Recession nowhere in sight and on a positive note companies have continuously paid 
dividends albeit at lower annualized rates. The energy, vehicles, and railroad infrastructure 
sectors at the moment are requiring greater chunks of investment dollars since millennial 
groups are taking over the already more fragmented policy-and- financial structure in each 
of the fifty American states. Meanwhile, geopolitical uncertainty has posed unprecedented 
challenges ahead of the defense industries worldwide. Fort Hood, Texas; San Bernardino, 
California; and most recently Orlando, Florida make the list of American cities suffering 
tragic mass shootings. In Orlando an armed man attacked a downtown nightclub in the 
south. In response the 29-year security guard killed at least forty-nine individuals, and 
wounded another fifty-three, before being shot dead by police officers. The attack was the 
worst mass shooting on U.S. soil, and the worst domestic terrorism violence since 
September 11, 2001. The U.S. President labeled the attack an “act of terror and act of hate.” 
The attacker reportedly called 911-Emergency in the midst of the shootout and pledged his 
support to ISIS, and the terrorist group later tried to claim responsibility for the action, 
according to media reports. Today in the U.K. citizens voted in a referendum whether to 
remain in the European Union or leave the trade-committed gild after months of “radical” 
division. Unfortunately during the explanatory campaign a British Member of Parliament 
was killed because of her Labor Party work toward limiting emigration into the island. A 
record number of more than 46.5 million Britons registered to vote, according to the 
Electoral Commission. The most arguing vote in British history, although last leading to a 
“Remain” outcome from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., turned 50.1% in favor to “Leave” the European 
Union – a result that is going to take months of reorganization and about three months for 
Prime Minister David Cameron to resign. The immediate reaction from EU nationals has 
been their assumption that entrance-visas to the U.K. must be issued again, and in turn 
create farther jobs at the British consulate offices around Europe. Independent research is 
going to result in more responsive relations at the levels of investing, tourism, charity 
support, air pollution, manufacturing, and budget regulation including respected influences 
from the British Monarchy experience. The way foreign organizations are currently 
registered in the U.K. makes the path for money going outside the island, opponents had 
said. About a month earlier in a real ethnically democratic experience Labor Party 
representative Sadiq Khan became mayor of London after twelve candidates had competed. 
Khan was previously an international lawyer and among the first few Muslim Members of 
the U.K. Parliament. Examples of multinational, peaceful, and successful investing include 
tax-exempt international business, and most recently, Anadarko Petroleum Corp (APC) 
declaring a 20 cents annualized dividend, The Lockheed Martin Corp (LMT) paying a third-
quarter 2016 dividend of $1.65 per share, and Southwest Airlines Co (LUV) announcing a 40 
cents annualized payout. In other sectors the dividend of banking services provider 
JPMorgan Chase & Co (JPM) got raised by 9% sequentially, tissues and napkins producer 
Kimberly-Clark Corp (KMB) is at $3.68 annualized, tobacco products retailer Reynolds 



American Inc (RAI) is at $1.68 annualized, insurer The Travelers Companies Inc (TRV) is 
at $2.68 annualized, and regional banker Tompkins Financial Corp (TMP) is at $1.76 
annualized. At a time when Asia-Pacific wealth exceeded that of North America for the first 
time last year, the dollar continued to rise compared to most major currencies. Commodity 
prices dropped 60% from their peak in 2011; and it remains to be judged whether leading 
resource producers would regain their cutout market valuations. Amidst achieved 
globalization, growth and consolidation on the segmented markets in India have been very 
important with respect to global trade and manufacturing demand, process, and innovation. 
Notably too, China’s American-listed stocks are already part of the MCSI emerging markets 
index adding strength to the nation’s investment instruments. The MCSI index enlists 
stocks of the strong performing: diverse online retailer Alibaba Group Holding Ltd (BABA) 
and media company Baidu Inc (BIDU). China is also a member of the Asian Infrastructure 
Investment Bank (AIIB) alongside fifty-seven prospective founding member nations 
including similar-taxing Singapore, India and Thailand. In manufacturing beginning June 9, 
2016 the largest U.S. 500 production companies are tracked and ranked by the 
IndustryWeek’s website and Mergent Inc, a publisher of investment guides and merger 
manuals. Mergent has been collecting and delivering financial information for more than 
100 years, having acquired in 1998 the financial services division of Moody's Investors 
Service, Inc that is subsidiary of credit ratings firm Moody’s Corp (MCO). The respective 
market monitor news and values index is IW US 500 (CIX: IW500).  
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Industries are likely to welcome back jobs of “lost bonuses” financial professionals and media 
excess staff following Britain’s exit from the European Union. It may even bring to limiting 
the number of worldwide stock benchmarks given the high consolidation of late. Investing is 
made easier and more respected to other countries even at lower British pound. Apparently 
India is moving to growing upper middle class while wealth distribution is equalized or 
preserved, and driven by additional and different ethnic regions. Therefore traditional book 
writing in classical forms is regaining the social and populist focus, and time spared on 
writing rather than e-mailing is more appreciated. Social networks’ growth may turn into 
increased “live” friendship visits given affordable transportation cost. Ryanair Holdings Plc 
(RYA:ID) of Ireland in an unraveled move following the referendum advertised about one 
million tickets at 9.9 euro across former Soviet Union countries, presently EU members. 
Company executives however said that fewer aircraft could be produced in the years to come 
and “jobs might be cut.” Shifting to new positions raises the importance of science and 
research, qualification, theoretical and practice education programs, healthcare exchange, 
library resources, instructions, textbook publishing, and script. Expected economic changes 
in Saudi Arabia are only going to show where the markets are skyrocketing, shuffling off, 
and seeking fancy new forte. Presidential candidate Donald Trump’s Friday visit in Scotland 
pointed to a united marketing mode on the price of properties, such kind golf family course. 


